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A B S T R A C T   

The ATP binding sites of many enzymes are structurally related, which complicates their development as ther-
apeutic targets. In this work, we explore a diverse set of ATPases and compare their ATP binding pockets using 
different strategies, including direct and indirect structural methods, in search of pockets attractive for drug 
discovery. We pursue different direct and indirect structural strategies, as well as ligandability assessments to 
help guide target selection. The analyses indicate human RAD51, an enzyme crucial in homologous recombi-
nation, as a promising, tractable target. Inhibition of RAD51 has shown promise in the treatment of certain 
cancers but more potent inhibitors are needed. Thus, we design compounds computationally against the ATP 
binding pocket of RAD51 with consideration of multiple criteria, including predicted specificity, drug-likeness, 
and toxicity. The molecules designed are evaluated experimentally using molecular and cell-based assays. Our 
results provide two novel hit compounds against RAD51 and illustrate a computational pipeline to design new 
inhibitors against ATPases.   

1. Introduction 

The nucleic acid adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is the energy cur-
rency of the cell, and many enzymes require it to carry out their func-
tion. All ATP catalysing enzymes belong to the P-loop nucleotide 
triphosphate hydrolases (NTPases) class and can be further grouped in 
two divisions: kinase-GTPases and Additional Strand, Catalytic Gluta-
mate (ASCE) enzymes.1 Many kinases are successful drug targets,2 and 
type I kinase inhibitors compete with ATP for binding to the protein. 
However, many of these inhibitors lack specificity and bind to a range of 
off-target ATPases.2,3 ATP binding sites tend to have conserved regions, 
including the Walker A motif (a loop with sequence [A/G]xxxxGK[S/T], 
where × stands for any amino acid) and the Walker B motif (hhhhD[D/ 
E], where h stands for any hydrophobic residue).4 The work with kinases 
points out that, in order to achieve specificity towards an ATP binding 
site, it is key to leverage less conserved residues.5,6 

Proteins in the ASCE superfamily have two defining characteristics. 

First, they have an additional β-sheet between the Walker A and Walker 
B motifs. Second, they contain a highly conserved glutamate residue that 
interacts with a nucleophilic water molecule and attacks the γ-phos-
phate of ATP. These proteins also display additional conserved struc-
tural features, such as sensor 1, sensor 2, and an arginine finger.7,8 ASCE 
ATPases can be further grouped into families, based on other structural 
features, such as the presence of a C-terminal hairpin or helical bundles.9 

For example, AAA + ATPases (ATPases Associated with various cellular 
Activities) is an ASCE protein family with a C-terminal helical bundle. 
Generally, AAA + proteins form helical hexamers and process the ligand 
through a central channel, using ATP hydrolysis.10 Further divisions of 
families into clades are also used. 

Compared to kinases, ASCE ATPases show a broader range of func-
tions and are less understood as drug targets. Many compounds against 
them target pockets other than the ATP binding site, such as DNA 
binding sites or protein–protein interaction surfaces.11 Given their 
involvement in a wide range of conditions, including various cancers, it 
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would be highly desirable to improve target selection and design of in-
hibitors against ASCE ATPases. In this work, we explore the ATP binding 
sites of ASCE ATPases in search of structural differences that could be 
exploited by novel therapeutics. We propose structural approaches, 
direct and indirect, to compare binding pockets and facilitate target 
selection. We then select a subset of ATPases and conduct a computer- 
assisted drug design (CADD) campaign around RAD51, including the 
identification and experimental confirmation of two novel inhibitors of 
homologous recombination. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Selection of structures 

A diverse set of 26P-loop ATPase structures were included in the 
study, listed in Table S1. These structures were selected to span a variety 
of subfamilies,12,13 focusing on human proteins, and all containing the 
conserved Walker-A motif [A/G]XXXXGK[S/T].4 The proteins belong to 
a variety of clades within the ASCE superfamily. A few kinesin structures 
were also chosen to enrich the diversity of the study (1bg2, 1ii6, 5wdh). 
The latter fall in the Kinase-GTPase division (TRAFAC class).1,14,15 

2.2. Distance-based pocket signatures 

A new method for structural pocket comparison was proposed, which 
leverages the presence of a conserved Walker-A motif across all ATPases 
studied. The approach avoids the difficulties of aligning pockets with 
different shapes or compositions. First, the Walker-A motif was identi-
fied using the regular expression [AG]XXXXGK[ST]. The S or T residue, 
and sometimes a Walker-B motif, are known to help stabilize the binding 
of the Mg2+ ion present in MgATP/MgADP and are therefore adjacent to 
the ATP binding pocket. Thus, we decided to compute a characteristic 
radial distance profile from the α-carbon of this S or T residue to the 
α-carbon of other residues, which we use as the reference point. We 
decided to consider only hydrophilic residues (RHKDESTNQCWY) in 
this case because i) such residues are more likely to be found on the 
protein’s surface,16 and ii) they can engage in H-bonds, polar or elec-
trostatic interactions and could have the ability to ‘steer’ the binding of 
the ligand.17 This structural profile or “signature” was computed up to a 
distance of 12 Å from the reference point. It is expected that a drug-sized 
ligand binding within this volume would likely interfere with the 
binding of the native ATP substrate. Characteristic radial distance pro-
files can be readily compared across enzymes and provide an indication 
of their structural similarity around the ATP binding site. 

Additional profiles were generated by looking for patches of hydro-
philic residues within the 12-Å sphere defined above. The idea was to try 
to highlight the residues located towards the hinge region of the ATPase. 
We reasoned that such a region might contain a higher density of hy-
drophilic residues than other regions close to the Walker-A motif. Thus, 
we identified the patch within a 5 Å-radius sphere contained within the 
larger sphere with the largest possible number of hydrophilic residues. A 
characteristic radial distance profile was thus generated for that patch of 
residues for every enzyme studied. Obviously, all the parameters above 
(cutoffs, types of residues) could be modified based on the information 
of interest. The method was implemented as custom-made scripts in 
MATLAB 2020a. Scripts are available from the authors upon request. 

2.3. Pairwise pocket similarities 

We applied the software APoc 1.018 to compute pairwise similarities 
of ATP binding pockets. Similar to the distance-based signatures, the 
ATP binding pockets were delimited by drawing a 12-Å sphere around 
the end of the Walker-A motif. The results were visualized using the 
multi-dimensional scaling in scikit-learn for Python. 

2.4. Virtual libraries 

Two different virtual libraries were used in this study. To probe for 
structural differences between ATP-binding sites of different proteins 
(indirect comparison method, see below), we used molecules from 
ChemBridge’s KINASet library. We reasoned that excessively flexible or 
functionalized compounds need not be better at discriminating subtle 
differences between different ATP binding sites. Therefore, the library 
was pre-filtered using a lead-like filter19 using Filter-it (Silicos-it), 
resulting in 2,458 molecules for docking onto each of the 26 targets 
(Supporting Information file mmc2.xlsx). A second, larger library was 
built for virtual screening by combining ChemBridge’s KINASet and 
MedChemExpress’ Kinase Hinge Binders. The library was filtered for 
drug-likeness,20 resulting in 26,567 molecules for docking onto selected 
targets (file mmc2.xlsx). 

2.5. Docking 

Molecular docking was conducted using the recent software 
PSOVina-2.0. This software combines Vina’s forcefield and scoring 
functions with an improved global optimization algorithm.21 Every 
compound was evaluated to an equivalent “exhaustiveness” value of 64, 
which increases the chance of identifying the lowest energy pose. The 
search box was defined by using the ligand in the crystal structure, 
typically MgADP or MgATP, and padding it in every x,y,z direction. For 
the few structures that did not contain a ligand, MgADP was manually 
docked onto the active site using AutoDock and used similarly. For 
binding site comparison, a 4 Å padding was used, for identification of 
inhibitors on selected targets, a padding of 6 Å was used. The docking 
results were ranked based on the scoring function values, which can be 
considered an estimate of ΔG, the dissociation free energy of the 
compound-target complex. To estimate the specificity of a compound for 
a target t over a series of targets T, the following formula was used22: 

Specificityt =
e− ΔGt

∑
j∈T e− ΔGj

(1) 

For each compound, the lowest ΔG for all PSOVina docking attempts 
on the same target was used in the expression. The estimates for the 
Gibbs free energies of binding are reported as dissociation constants at 
298 K. 

2.6. Ligandability 

Ligandability of the different targets was assessed using two ap-
proaches (Fig. 1). First, two independent docking runs were conducted 
on each target using PSOVina with exhaustiveness = 32. The agreement 
between both scores across the library was evaluated with Pearson R2 

and Spearman R2 values. We hypothesized that the consistency of 
docking may be informative of ligandability. A less ligandable protein 
surface may exhibit flatter and more numerous energy minima that are 
more challenging for the global optimizer to navigate. This could limit 
the consistency of the results and decrease the ability to design potent 
inhibitors. Secondly, we applied established methods to evaluate target 
ligandability, which provide further validation of the previous 
approach. DoGSiteScorer uses volume, enclosure, and hydrophobicity 
estimates to calculate a ligandability score.23 A higher score indicates a 
more ligandable target. 

2.7. Indirect comparison of pockets 

To compare binding sites based on docking results, the top virtual 
ligands for each target were extracted and compared across targets. Two 
different comparison approaches were developed. The first approach is 
based on the similarity of the top ligands’ 2D chemical structure. The 
pairwise similarity of every top ligand for a protein to every other top 
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ligand for every other protein can be computed using Tanimoto simi-
larity metric between their fingerprints. For this, E-state fingerprints 
were computed using the R package Rcpi.24 The second approach is 
based on the similarity of the top ligands’ 3D conformations. For this, we 
computed USRCAT descriptors for each molecule using the Python 
package rdkit. The pairwise similarity of every top ligand on a protein to 
every other top ligand on every other protein was computed using the 
function GetUSRScore, which computes a Manhattan distance metric 
between the corresponding descriptor vectors.25 When necessary, sim-
ilarities were converted into distances as 1-similarity. 

After computing distances between individual virtual ligands, we 
sought to summarize them as distances between lists of ligands that 
would inform of the similarity between binding pockets. For this, we set 
to compute the pairwise distance between the centroid for each list of 
top ligands, typically N = 12 was used. The difficulty is that there is no 
“centroid molecule” for each list; only distances between pairs of ligands 
can be measured. Thus, we resorted to some mathematical results to 
allow us to access the distances between the theoretical centroids in an 
alternative manner. Let the ligands be denoted as x1, x2, …, xN. Let i be 
the indexes for one list of molecules I, and j the indexes for another list of 
molecules J. The centroids would be given as: 

cI =
1
|I|
∑

i∈I
xi,cJ =

1
|I|
∑

i∈I
xi (2) 

and we wish to find the distance ||cI-cJ|| in terms of the distances dij 
= ||xi-xj||. The following algebraic identity is used in ANOVA 
calculations26: 

||cI − cJ ||
2
=

1
|I||J|

(

SS(I ∪ J) − (|I| + |J| )
(

1
|I|

SS(I) +
1
|J|

SS(J)
))

(3) 

where SS refers to the sum of squares of distances between each point 
in a set and their centroid. The polarization identity expresses this in 
terms of squared distances between all points26: 

SS(K) =
1
2
∑

l,m∈K
‖xl − xm‖

2
=

1
2
∑

l∈K

∑

m∈K
dlm

2 (4) 

Expressions (3) and (4) can be combined and rearranged to obtain 
the desired result. In a case when the lists of molecules have the same 
length, |I| = |J| = N, we can write: 

||cI − cJ || =
1
N

(
∑

i∈I

∑

j∈J
dij

2 − SS(I) − SS(J)

)1/2

(5) 

This way the sum of squares of distances for each list of ligands only 
needs to be precomputed once. 

This expression thus allows computing the distance between a 
theoretical “centroid ligand” of a protein and that of another protein, 
providing a measure of “distance” or dissimilarity between the pockets 
themselves. Pairwise distances between pockets were represented using 
multidimensional scaling (MDS) with the R package MASS. Notice that 
no information is lost in this visualization, and the plotted distances 
correspond to the Tanimoto or USRCAT distances between centroids. 

2.8. Consensus docking and consensus scoring 

The consideration of multiple docking software and multiple re- 
scoring functions has been shown to improve the accuracy of compu-
tational predictions over the use of a single software package.27–29 Thus, 
the top 1,000 virtual ligands of the target of interest identified by 
PSOVina2.0 were re-docked independently using Vina 1.1.2 and 

Fig. 1. Pipeline developed in this work for ATPase target selection and inhibitor discovery.  
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Autodock 4.2.6. The RMSD between the top redocked pose from each 
algorithm was computed. Low RMSD values were regarded as a sign of 
higher confidence in the predictions. The resulting top pose for each 
compound from Vina and Autodock was re-scored using the scoring 
functions X-Score 1.3,30 NNScore 1.0,31 NNScore 2.01,32 DSX_CSD 
0.89,33 and RFScore-VS34 (see file mmc2.xlsx). Compounds to which 
multiple independent scoring algorithms assigned a tight predicted 
binding affinity were favored. By considering all results, a subset of 20 
compounds was manually prioritized. These compounds were then 
additionally re-scored using KDEEP

35 on the PSOVina poses (file mmc2. 
xlsx), were assessed for ADMET red flags (see below), and were queried 
for IP claims in the SureChEMBL database. Considering all results, a 
subset of 10 compounds was manually selected for experimental testing. 

2.9. Prediction of ADMET properties 

StarDrop 6.6.4 was used to estimate key ADMET-related properties, 
including partition coefficient, polar surface area, and the pIC50 for 
hERG receptor binding. Selected compounds were also analyzed for 
potential toxicity endpoints using Derek Nexus v.6.1.0. More than three 
warnings or two plausible toxicity flags meant that the molecule was not 
included for further study. 

2.10. Test compounds 

9 shortlisted compounds (Table 2) were sourced directly from the 
manufacturer (Enamine, Ukraine), with purity > 90%, generally > 95%. 
5 mg of each compound were acquired in powder form and dissolved in 
DMSO as stocks for the different assays. 

2.11. RAD51-p53 ELISA assay 

96-well plates were coated with p53 protein overnight (about 200 ng 
per well) in carbonate buffer. The protein was then blocked with BSA 
and washed with PBS. Compound mixes were prepared by diluting 2 µl 
of test compound (10 mM in DMSO) along with 100 ng of RAD51 
(Abcam, ab63808) to 100 µl with PBS. Positive controls were prepared 
by diluting 2 µl ATP or AMP-PNP (10 mM in DMSO) along with 100 ng of 
RAD51 to 100 µl with PBS. A negative control was prepared by diluting 
100 ng of RAD51 to 100 µl with PBS. A DMSO control was similarly 
prepared by diluting 2 µl DMSO along with 100 ng of RAD51 to 100 µl 
with PBS. Each mix was then added to a separate p53-coated well, 
incubated for two hours, and washed with PBS. Primary antibodies 
against RAD51 were introduced (Cell Signaling Technology, Rabbit mAb 
#8875), incubated for 45 min, and washed 3 times with PBS. Then, 
fluorescent secondary antibodies were introduced, incubated for 45 min, 
and washed 3 times with PBS. Fluorescence was then measured and 
normalized by the signal from the normalization well. In the absence of 
ATP or other inhibitors, RAD51 binds to p53, and the antibodies detect 
it. The fluorescent signal is approximately proportional to the amount of 
bound RAD51. If ATP or another inhibitor is present, then RAD51 cannot 
bind, it is washed away, and the fluorescence signal is reduced. 

2.12. Cell culture 

U2OS cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium 
(DMEM, Gibco) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Bio-
logical Industries) at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2. 

2.13. Homologous recombination assay 

U2OS cell line carrying the direct repeats green fluorescent protein 
(DR-GFP) reporter was used to analyze HR activity as described previ-
ously.36 Briefly, cells were seeded in 6-well plates and treated with the 
appropriate concentration of test compound for 24 h, followed by 
transfection with pCBASceI using Lipofectamine 3000 transfection 

reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 24 h 
after transfection, the medium was changed for fresh medium with the 
test compound. 48 h after transfection, cells were then trypsinized, and 
the faction of GFP-positive cells was evaluated using a FACSCalibur flow 
cytometer (BD Biosciences). 

2.14. Immunoblotting analysis 

Cells were incubated in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 
mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 10% glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, 10 μg/ml aprotinin, 10 
μg/ml chymostatin, 10 μg/ml leupeptin, 10 μg/ml pepstatin A, and 1.5 
mM PMSF) on ice for 15 min and sonicated afterwards. The lysate was 
clarified by centrifugation at 13,700 rcf for 15 min. Then protein con-
centration was determined by the BCA protein assay kit (Pierce). After 
running in sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
(SDS-PAGE) consisting of 10% acrylamide, proteins were transferred 
onto polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane. The membrane was 
blocked with 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS containing 0.01% 
Tween-20 (PBST) at room temperature for 1 h and it was then incubated 
with primary antibodies at 4 ◦C overnight. The next day, the membrane 
was incubated with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated second-
ary antibodies at room temperature for 1 h after washing three times 
with PBST. Then, the membrane was washed three times before being 
incubated with enhanced chemiluminescent horseradish peroxidase 
substrate (ThermoFisher) for 3 min. Images were acquired using the 
BioSpectrum imaging systems (UVP). 

The primary antibodies used were anti-HA (Santa Cruz, sc-7392, for 
HA-I-SceI, 1:1000 dilution) and anti-α tubulin (GeneTex, GTX112141, 
1:10,000 dilution). The HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies were 
anti-rabbit (GeneTex, GTX213110–01, 1:5000 dilution) and anti-mouse 
(GeneTex, GTX213111–01, 1:5000 dilution). 

2.15. Cell cycle analysis 

Cells were washed with PBS and fixed in 70% ethanol at 4 ◦C over-
night. This was followed by washing and staining in PBS containing 
propidium iodide (PI, 20 µg/ml), ribonuclease A (200 µg/ml), and Triton 
X-100 (0.1% v/v) at 37 ◦C for 30 min. Cell cycle distribution was 
calculated and analyzed by detecting the signal of DNA-bound PI fluo-
rescence using a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). In 
principle, The G2/M cells were expected to have a 2-fold fluorescence 
intensity than the G1 cells. Thus, the fluorescence intensity was used to 
analyze the DNA content, delineating 2 N (G1 phase), 2 N-4 N (S phase), 
and ≥ 4 N (G2/M phase) cells. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Structural comparisons of ATP binding pockets and target selection 

Since a drug may interact with a range of ATP-binding proteins in the 
body, to achieve specificity it can be advantageous to select a target with 
unique features in or around the binding pocket. Thus, we considered a 
diverse set of ATPases (Table S1) and explored several strategies to 
compare their ATP binding sites. We devised two structural comparison 
approaches aimed at identifying ATP binding pockets that display 
distinct structural features. We argue that such distinctiveness would be 
a desirable trait when selecting a target, as it could allow the design of 
more specific drugs against it. 

As a first structural comparison approach, we generated an 
orientation-independent distance profile or “signature” of residues 
around the ATP-binding site for each protein in the study (see Methods 
and Figure S1). The results allow a visual comparison of the degree of 
similarity of ATP-binding sites containing a Walker-A motif. For 
example, results in Figure S1 suggest that the ATP-binding site pockets 
in structures 5tf7 and 2www are very similar, whereas those in 2xsz and 
2fh5 are significantly different. Similarly, the ATP-binding pocket in 
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2fh5 looks distinct from the rest, as do those in 3d8b, 2zan, or 1bg2. This 
kind of information can be useful in target selection. 

A second approach was based on the computation of pairwise dis-
tances between pockets and the subsequent visualization of the resulting 
matrix of distances. The software APoc implements powerful alignment- 
based ideas to compute a normalized distance score between any pair of 
protein pockets.18 We defined the pockets based on a distance cutoff to 
the end of the Walker-A motif and used Apoc to compare all possible 
pairs between the 26 pockets. The resulting pairwise distance matrix 
was then projected using a metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) al-
gorithm and visualized. The results are shown in Figure S2 and suggest 
that pockets like those in 2fh5, 5nwl, 4rh7, and 4f93 are quite distinct 
from the rest, in reasonable agreement with the method above. 

An alternative indirect comparison was carried out by comparing 
results from docking a small library of compounds against the targets. 
For this, we used a diverse set of 2,458 lead-like compounds. We then 
assessed the similarity of the top virtual hits for each protein. The cen-
troids defined by the top hits was used to compute dissimilarities (dis-
tances) between every pair of proteins in two different ways: i) using a 
Tanimoto-based distance, which considers the 2D chemical structure of 
the ligands, and ii) using USRCAT-based distance, which takes into ac-
count the 3D poses of the ligands.25,37 The resulting distances were 
projected for visualization, as shown in Figure 2. The plot facilitates the 
comparison of ATP-binding pockets. For example, it seems that the 

pockets in 4rh7 and 5tf7 behave similarly in docking, whereas those of 
3d8b and 1bg2 are much more different. These plots can be further 
summarized in 1D metrics, as shown in Table 1. 

Thanks to the use of centroids, this method is more robust than 
comparing individual ligands. We did not observe a significant clus-
tering of the structures depending on the presence of different ligands in 
the native crystal structure or the resolution, suggesting that other dif-
ferences in the binding pockets are being captured by the method as 
more relevant in this case. However, if these factors were a concern 
when applying the method to other scenarios, one could relax the pro-
tein structures using molecular dynamics, or include multiple confor-
mations of each protein to help identify one that can targeted 
specifically.38,39 

Although there are differences depending on the specifics of the 
comparison method (e.g., compare Fig. 2a and 2b), distinct ATP-binding 
pockets are identifiable in both indirect approaches, such as, those in 
1bg2, 2qz4, 5nwl, or 3d8b. Note that 1bg2 and 3d8b had also been 
identified as interesting from the direct structure-based methods above. 

As an additional criterion to select a protein target for drug discov-
ery, we considered the ligandability of each protein pocket, that is, the 
facility to identify potent small-molecule ligands binding to it. For this, 
we considered the software DoGSiteScorer,23 with some key results 
summarized in Table 1. We also investigated the consistency of docking 
results as a potential indicator of ligandability. Molecular docking solves 
a complex energy optimization problem between the protein and a small 
molecule by varying the conformation of the latter. We hypothesized an 
energy function with a deeper global minimum (i.e., more ligandable) 
may be easier to find tight binders for, and therefore docking results 
would be more consistent, than pockets that are flatter and have shal-
lower energy local minima. Indeed, this is what we observe in Fig. 3, 
with structures for which docking results are more consistent leading to 
the prediction of tighter binders in a given library, suggesting that the 
targets are more ligandable. In fact, we do observe some correlation 
between the consistency of docking and the DoGSiteScore ligandability 
metric (Figure S3). We also find that trends observed in small libraries 
(Figure S4) are also informative of trends in larger libraries (Figure S5), 
in line with previous observations on ligandability.40 

Based on the results from the direct and indirect structural com-
parisons, preliminary docking, and ligandability assessments, a subset of 
target protein structures was selected for further study: 5nwl, 2xsz, 
3d8b, and 4ay2. In particular, 5nwl (RAD51) displayed a distinct 
structural signature (Figure S1) and also bound tightly to compounds 
that looked relatively different from its closest neighbors (Fig. 2), both 
when considered in 2D or 3D, and it also seemed to have good ligand-
ability (Table 1 and Fig. 3). Structures 2xsz, 3d8b, and 4ay2 were 
selected as potential off-targets based on their relative proximity to 5wnl 
(Fig. 2), reasonably diverse structural signatures (Figure S1), and 
promising predicted ligandability (Table 1 and Fig. 3). 

Structure 2xsz corresponds to a dodecameric complex of pontin 
(RuvBL1) and reptin (RuvBL2), which has a wide range of functions.41 

3d8b is a structural model of fidgetin-like protein 1 (FIGNL1), which is 
involved in DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair, among others.42 

FIGNL1 interacts with RAD51 through a conserved binding domain and 
can modulate filament formation.43 4ay2 corresponds to retinoic acid- 
inducible gene I (RIG-I), involved in identifying viral RNA and initi-
ating acute innate immune response.44,45 5nwl is a structural model of 
human RAD51. When a double-strand DNA break occurs, the cell can 
utilize the sister chromatid as a template to fill in the missing informa-
tion and close the gap, a process called homologous recombination 
(HR).46 For this, 3′ ssDNA overhangs around the break are produced by a 
nuclease, and these are rapidly coated by replication protein A (RPA) to 
prevent degradation or formation of secondary structures. Subsequently, 
RAD51 displaces RPA and assembles around the ssDNA to form a pre-
synaptic filament (PSF), similar to RecA in E. coli. This process is 
controlled by mediator proteins such as BRCA2.47,48 RAD51 fragments 
elongate via multiple nucleation events followed by growth, which stops 

Fig. 2. Indirect comparison of ATP binding pockets of selected ASCE ATPases. 
2D multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) projection depicting A, Tanimoto-based 
distances between the centroids of the top 12 ligands onto each target, B, 
USRCAT-based distances between the centroids of the top 10 virtual ligands for 
each target. The targets selected for subsequent studies are highlighted in blue. 
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when the fragment reaches about 2 μm long.49 The functional filament 
structure requires ATP binding50 and has a secondary site that binds the 
dsDNA template, allowing the 3′ ssDNA overhang to be searched along 
for homology.51 When the region of homology is found, RAD51 cata-
lyzes strand exchange. The missing sequence region is completed by 
DNA polymerase, followed by migration of the branches and resolution 
of the Holliday junctions to complete HR. 

3.2. Computational drug design against RAD51 

Novel potent inhibitors of HR would be highly desirable for cancer 
treatment, and the ATP binding pocket of RAD51 offers a promising 
target to this end.52–54 Tumor cells often undergo high mutation rates, 
which are supported by overexpression of enzymes like cytidine deam-
inase and increased DNA damage.55 Inhibiting HR can lead to the death 
of cells experiencing hypermutation.52 RAD51 is overexpressed in many 
tumors, including familial BRCA1-deficient breast tumors, where it may 
compensate for the lack of functional BRCA1 or other DNA repair 
proteins56–58. Furthermore, inhibiting RAD51 may also increase the 
susceptibility of tumor cells to therapies that act by inducing interstrand 
crosslinks or double-strand breaks, such as cisplatin or radiotherapy59. 
However, RAD51 is proving to be a challenging target. For example, a 
recent study screening the whole NIH Small Molecule Repository 
(202,556 compounds) against RAD51 encountered a relatively low hit 
rate (0.09% compounds) and the most promising compound had an IC50 
around 27 µM, which improved only marginally after SAR efforts.60 

Some small-molecule inhibitors have been reported in studies over the 
years (Table S2). Unfortunately, most display limited potency and make 
poor lead compounds for further optimization due to toxicity or non- 
lead-like physicochemical profiles. Thus, the application of novel 
computational approaches considering multiple design dimensions 
could be helpful to guide the discovery of novel inhibitors. 

To discover new HR inhibitors, two focused libraries commercially 
available were combined and filtered for drug-likeness, resulting in a 
combined library of 26,567 chemical entities (see Methods). The com-
pounds were then docked against the four structures selected (5nwl, 
2xsz, 3d8b and 4ay2) using PSOVina2.0 with high exhaustiveness 

settings. For every target, monotonic relationships were found between 
predicted binding energy and specificity (Fig. 4), which agrees with 
previous studies61,62 and highlights the importance of considering 
ligandability in target selection. 

The docked poses for compounds EN7883 and EN9632 are illustrated 
in Figure S6. Both compounds are predicted to establish contacts with 
two RAD51 units, mimicking the structural role of ATP. The imidazole 
ring in EN7883 seems capable of establishing multiple hydrogen bonds 
with residues of the Walker A motif (K133, T131, G132). The compound 
would also engage in hydrogen bonds with S317 and R310. On the other 
hand, compound EN9632 is predicted to fill more extensively the 
binding pocket and engage in many Van der Waals interactions. Two 
oxo- groups, from its carbonyl and sulfone groups, are predicted to 
participate in hydrogen binding with K133 and E322, respectively. 

Previous work on consensus docking has shown that when multiple 
docking programs agree on a predicted binding pose, the pose is more 
likely to be correct.27,63,64 Therefore, we also conducted independent 
docking of the top 1,000 virtual ligands on RAD51 using the software 
Vina and AutoDock. Similarly, consensus scoring schemes have 
demonstrated superior predictive accuracy and enrichment for true 
binders in virtual screens compared to individual scoring functions.28 

Therefore, the compounds were re-evaluated using a variety of scoring 
functions (see Methods and file mmc2.xlsx). 

The potential toxicity of the molecules was considered using the 
software Derek Nexus v.6.1.0, a knowledge-based system that identifies 
potential toxicophores using pattern matching against curated libraries 
for a range of human toxicity endpoints. Most top compounds raised 
little toxicity concerns (Table S3), and those that raised more serious 
concerns were discarded (see Table S4 for examples). Predicted hERG 
binding was also considered using the QSAR models in StarDrop. The 
compounds proposed were predicted to have hERG IC50 values above 10 
µM, which are considered acceptable for plasma-available drugs.65 A 
subset of the top virtual ligands was manually selected based on the 
different predictions, shown in Table 2. None of these compounds had 
any patent conflicts regarding HR inhibition, according to SureChEMBL. 

Table 1 
Summary of druggability (ligandability) and similarity metrics across the ATP-binding pockets of the different ATPases. Targets used for virtual screening are 
highlighted in bold.  

Structure DoGSite pocket 
volume (Å3) 

DoGSite 
Druggability Score 

Docking consistency 
(Pearson R2) 

Docking consistency 
(Spearman R2) 

Tanimoto distance to 
closest centroid 

USRCAT distance to 
closest centroid 

1bg2 561  0.75  0.552  0.533  0.129  0.248 
1e32 704  0.8  0.694  0.673  0.000  0.236 
1ii6 369  0.7  0.736  0.715  0.032  0.237 
1ixs 1101  0.81  0.775  0.759  0.095  0.241 
1jj7 117  0.13  0.626  0.603  0.113  0.204 
1svm 751  0.81  0.824  0.801  0.032  0.255 
2c9o 1163  0.81  0.880  0.865  0.060  0.227 
2cbz 305  0.48  0.610  0.579  0.046  0.229 
2fh5 507  0.77  0.752  0.735  0.060  0.220 
2qz4 671  0.8  0.667  0.639  0.113  0.251 
2www 191  0.41  0.548  0.529  0.000  0.283 
2x8a 312  0.55  0.607  0.578  0.187  0.235 
2xsz –  –  0.862  0.856  0.079  0.239 
2zan 735  0.77  0.619  0.592  0.060  0.241 
3d8b 2856  0.81  0.840  0.830  0.065  0.220 
3nha 190  0.29  0.663  0.642  0.077  0.204 
3vfd 778  0.83  0.797  0.782  0.077  0.254 
4ay2 150  0.24  0.711  0.694  0.046  0.227 
4ayt 463  0.86  0.637  0.613  0.095  0.213 
4b3f 670  0.84  0.713  0.689  0.082  0.242 
4f93 386  0.61  0.738  0.720  0.119  0.235 
4rh7 204  0.42  0.682  0.664  0.080  0.227 
5nwl 1132  0.78  0.936  0.932  0.077  0.250 
5tf7 312  0.72  0.585  0.575  0.098  0.233 
5wdh 709  0.85  0.684  0.671  0.058  0.237 
6r3p 546  0.79  0.657  0.626  0.000  0.242  
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3.3. Experimental validation of HR inhibitors 

We used an ELISA-based assay as a first approach to evaluate the 
binding of the compounds to RAD51. Previous studies reported that ATP 
and AMP-PNP can disrupt the interaction between hRAD51 and p53, 
which has been proposed to have potential interest in cancer therapy.66 

We reasoned that compounds that bind to the same binding pocket as 
ATP may be similarly effective at disrupting the interaction. A pre-
liminary screen at a fixed concentration (Figure 5), confirms that ATP 
and AMP-PNP disrupt the interaction between hRAD51 and p53. 
Notably, we observe that compounds EN19056, EN9632, EN3339, and 
EN7883 also lead to a disruption of the interaction. These compounds 
were thus prioritized for further cellular study. 

It has been well documented that an ATP nucleotide cofactor is a 

prerequisite for RAD51 to assemble a functional nucleoprotein filament 
and conduct homology-directed double-strand break (DSB) repair.50 

Our newly discovered compounds could compete with ATP to RAD51. 
Thus, we sought to examine whether these compounds could inhibit 
RAD51 enzymatic activity at the cellular level. A RAD51-mediated HR 
reporter in the human cell line was utilized to evaluate whether com-
pounds EN19056, EN9632, EN3339, and EN7883 could suppress HR 
activity. In this reporter assay, human bone osteosarcoma epithelial cells 
(U2OS) were engineered with a cassette containing an I-SceI endonu-
clease cleavage site. The design of the cassette leads to a fluorescent 
protein produced if the cleavage is repaired through RAD51-mediated 
HR (Fig. 6A). The results evidenced that the fraction of fluorescent 
cells in the assay, and therefore the extent of HR, is greatly diminished 
when the compound EN7883 or EN9632 is present in the media in the 

Table 2 
Predicted properties for selected compounds on the ATP binding site of 5nwl after docking the extended library (26,567 drug-like compounds) on a subset of related 
targets. Hydrogens are not displayed in the structures.  

Compound structure Compound id. Consensus 
docking 

Consensus scoringa Specificity for 5nwla ADMET properties 

EN7426 PSOVina2.0 Ki (nM) = 1.1 
Vina Ki (nM) = 1.3 
AutoDock Ki (nM) = 1.8 
RMSDb < 2.0 Å 

NNScore Ki > 25 µM 
KDEEP Ki (nM) = 1.1 
CS = 7 

77% MWc = 439.5 Da 
logPc = 1.97 
TPSAc = 115.5 
hERG pIC50

c = 4.37 
Toxicityd = low 

EN9928 PSOVina2.0 Ki (nM) = 1.3 
Vina Ki (nM) = 1.1 
AutoDock Ki (nM) = 3.1 
RMSDb < 2.0 Å 

NNScore Ki < 25 µM 
KDEEP Ki (nM) = 17 
CS = 15 

82% MWc = 425.4 Da 
logPc = 2.07 
TPSAc = 105.5 
hERG pIC50

c = 5.63 
Toxicityd = low 

EN16731 PSOVina2.0 Ki (nM) = 2.0 
Vina Ki (nM) = 1.1 
AutoDock Ki (nM) = 1.8 
RMSDb > 2.0 Å 

NNScore Ki < 25 µM 
KDEEP Ki (nM) = 6.7 
CS = 44 

80% MWc = 435.5 Da 
logPc = 2.56 
TPSAc = 105.5 
hERG pIC50

c = 5.38 
Toxicityd = low 

EN21991 PSOVina2.0 Ki (nM) = 6.1 
Vina Ki (nM) = 3.1 
AutoDock Ki (nM) < 1 
RMSDb < 2.0 Å 

NNScore Ki > 25 µM 
KDEEP Ki (nM) = 24 
CS = 9 

74% MWc = 439.5 Da 
logPc = 3.36 
TPSAc = 92.51 
hERG pIC50

c = 5.43 
Toxicityd = low 

EN4999 PSOVina2.0 Ki (nM) = 7.3 
Vina Ki (nM) = 8.6 
AutoDock Ki (nM) < 1 
RMSDb < 2.0 Å 

NNScore Ki < 25 µM 
KDEEP Ki (nM) = 9.7 
CS = 4 

76% MWc = 450 Da 
logPc = 2.03 
TPSAc = 86.8 
hERG pIC50

c = 5.05 
Toxicityd = low 

EN19056 PSOVina2.0 Ki (nM) < 1 
Vina Ki (nM) < 1 
AutoDock Ki (nM) < 1 
RMSDb > 2.0 Å 

NNScore Ki < 25 µM 
KDEEP Ki (nM) = 21 
CS = 33 

77% MWc = 445.4 Da 
logPc = 2.52 
TPSAc = 118.4 
hERG pIC50

c = 5.01 
Toxicityd = low 

EN9632 PSOVina2.0 Ki (nM) = 5.5 
Vina Ki (nM) = 6.1 
AutoDock Ki (nM) < 1 
RMSDb < 2.0 Å 

NNScore Ki > 25 µM 
KDEEP Ki (nM) = 47 
CS = 11 

66% MWc = 436.5 Da 
logPc = 3.22 
TPSAc = 66.9 
hERG pIC50

c = 5.78 
Toxicityd = low 

EN3339 PSOVina2.0 Ki (nM) = 4.3 
Vina Ki (nM) = 3.7 
AutoDock Ki (nM) < 1 
RMSDb < 2.0 Å 

NNScore Ki < 25 µM 
KDEEP Ki (nM) = 8.5 
CS = 2 

74% MWc = 431.5 Da 
logPc = 2.71 
TPSAc = 99.3 
hERG pIC50

c = 4.47 
Toxicityd = low 

EN7883 PSOVina2.0 Ki (nM) = 2.2 
Vina Ki (nM) = 2.6 
AutoDock Ki (nM) = 6.4 
RMSDb > 2.0 Å 

NNScore Ki > 25 µM 
KDEEP Ki (nM) = 18 
CS = 369 

81% MWc = 425.5 Da 
logPc = 2.66 
TPSAc = 131.6 
hERG pIC50

c = 4.34 
Toxicityd = low  

a Based on PSOVina2.0 docking. 
b Based on an independent run with the original Vina and AutoDock algorithms. 
c Properties estimated using StarDrop 6.6.4. 
d Based on Derek Nexus predictions (see Table S3 for details). 
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low micromolar concentration range (Fig. 6B). We ruled out the possi-
bility that attenuation of HR could have stemmed from the poor 
expression of endonuclease using I-SceI immunoblot analysis. It is worth 
noting that higher concertation (80 µM) of test compound did affect the 
I-SceI protein level. Since HR is conducted mainly in S/G2 phase cells, 
we examined whether those chemicals affected cell cycle progression. 
The results of the cell cycle analysis (Fig. 6C) indicate that compounds 
EN7883 and EN9632 do not have any significant effect on cell cycle 
progression. 

In conclusion, the results indicate that compounds EN7883 and 
EN9632 are novel promising hits against RAD51-medaited homologous 
recombination, warranting medicinal chemistry efforts to further opti-
mize them. The results also evidence the ability of the pipeline proposed 
to identify promising ATPase targets and to discover interesting chem-
ical matter to modulate them. 

4. Conclusion 

ATP binding pockets are present in many enzymes beyond kinases. 
ATP hydrolysis is often used to drive conformational changes in the 
enzymes that are necessary for a high turnover frequency. Some of these 
ATPases are related to important medical conditions, and small- 
molecule inhibitors against the corresponding ATP binding pocket 
could offer novel therapeutic possibilities. In this case, the selection of 
the proper ATPase target is key to minimizing binding to off-targets, 
which could cause undesired effects. 

We demonstrate a rational target selection approach adapted to 
ATPases, in which the structures of ATP binding pockets are considered 
along with their ligandability and therapeutic potential. We demon-
strate different computational tools to compare structures of ATP 
binding sites, including a distance-based pocket signature. We also show 
how molecular docking allows comparing binding pockets and assessing 
their relative ligandability. In particular, the consistency of individual 
docking runs can inform about the predicted affinity of virtual hits 
identifiable against the target pursued. Based on the results, we decided 
to pursue human RAD51 in a computer-driven campaign. 

An updated virtual screening pipeline was applied to human RAD51, 
illustrating how potential off-targets can be considered, and how mul-
tiple docking and scoring results can be integrated in a consensus. Our 
approach also considers ADME and toxicity predictions to filter out 
problematic compounds in silico. Despite starting with a pre-filtered, 
focused chemical library, some of the virtual hits had likely toxicity li-
abilities, which are one of the major causes for attrition in drug dis-
covery. This suggests that, besides the conventional filters based on 
physicochemical properties, it would also be advisable to filter virtual 
libraries based on the presence of probable toxicophores. Ten com-
pounds were selected for experimental target-based assays, and four 
were prioritized for cell-based assays. Two of the compounds studied 
were able to inhibit homologous recombination in human cells. These 
two hit compounds have not been identified before and may warrant 
follow-up studies. 

More generally, the pipeline demonstrated serves as a blueprint for 
broader drug discovery campaigns targeting the ATP binding pockets of 
ATPases. In future efforts, it could be interesting to use larger set of 
ATPases, including novel structures recently made available through 
predictive modeling. The pipeline might also be applied to target 
ATPases in pathogens, such as viruses or bacteria. To improve the 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the consistency of docking results, measured based on 
Pearson R2 between binding energies from two independent docking runs (each 
with exhaustiveness = 32) of 2,458 compounds, and the strongest binding af-
finity identified, min(ΔG). 

Fig. 4. Relationship between specificity for 5nwl over other selected targets 
and binding affinity across 26,567 drug-like compounds. The solid line repre-
sents the moving average with a 0.3 kcal mol- [1] window. 

Fig. 5. Fluorescent ELISA assay results when incubating RAD51 and p53 in the 
presence of different test compounds. RAD51 and p53 interact with each other, 
and this interaction is inhibited by ATP and AMP-PNP (positive controls). Each 
well contained 200 ng of p53 and was dispensed 100 ng of RAD51 and 200 µM 
of the corresponding test compound. Fluorescence is expressed relative to the 
control with only RAD51 and p53 (PBS, negative control). Lower fluorescence 
values indicate a more effective disruption of the p53-RAD51 interaction. 
Compounds corresponding to the white bars were selected for further study. 
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accuracy of the results, multiple conformations of ATP binding pockets 
could be considered. Machine-learning-based scoring functions also 
have potential to increase the accuracy and enrichment achieved in 
computer-assisted drug discovery. 
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